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Instagram

Tips

As a content creator I have found Instagram as one of the
most popular platforms for engaging with other fellow
creators, brands and helping promote your work. I am
going to provide you with some of my best personal tips
which I have found have worked for me including how to
gain growth and engagement on the app and obtain a
good balance of content. Now let's talk about some of the
features you need to use to help grow your brand.

First step, switch to a business or a creator account.
Switching to a business account
was the best decision I made as a
blogger because it gives you
complete control of your content.
This provides you with access to
the Insights tools to find out what
content is helping you gain
growth and what content to create
in the future and when to share it
to get seen and gain good
engagement.
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You maybe wondering Caitlyn, how do I
switch and what are the benefits?

You can switch to a business profile by opening the app and
clicking on the drop down menu on the top right off the screen.
Click the ‘settings’ to access your profile information. In that
menu, click ‘account’ and at the bottom you’ll see ‘Switch to a
Business Account.’ Then follow the proceeding steps!
Note: you can return to a personal account just following the same steps as above.

A bonus to switching to a creator or
business account gives you access
to your direct messages easier, by
organising them into two
catergories: Primary or general.
This just makes it easier to
separate your direct messages,
therefore if they are important you
might keep them in your primary
category because you will see
them first when you click on your
DM's.
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The
The benefits
benefits

Here are some further benefits for your account.
Email and promotion button
Your insights
This is one of the best decisions by Instagram to help your account
by giving you a complete close up of your insights. In your insights
you will find your statistics for your reach, impressions, website
clicks, email clicks, profile visits and an insight into your followers.
If any of you are wondering your reach estimates the number of
unique accounts that seen any of your posts and your impressions
are the total number of times that all of your posts have been seen.

Finally an insight into your audience and this is one of the sections I
find very helpful. This shows your target audience for your content
considering where your posts are being viewed, the gender and age
range of your viewers. This shows the type of content you could be
producing for that age group. For example an Instagram post
promoting an anti ageing cream. This would attract a more older
audience who are interested in what the product does to benefit them.
Another bonus to your insights is that you can check when your
followers are most active on certain days and times of the week.
This will help you achieve the most engagement on your photos. For
instance I always post between 6-8pm because I find it gives me the
best engagment rate.
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The Insta cleanse

-

clean up
How does my account attract brands?

Always
include your
website URL
therefore
your
audience can
be directed
straight to
your page.

Number of
profile visits

In your bio
state what you
write about,
your location
and anything
else which
relates to your
content. I have
a DM/email for
brands to
know what to
do if they want
to get in touch
with me.

Your email
button makes
it so much
easier for
companies to
give you a
direct contact
because they
don't want to
be looking for
your details
forever.
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Instagram post essentials

Location
Including your location on every Instagram post I have done has
helped me branch out further by being invited to local events as well as
making life long friends. It makes it easier for brands to include you for
future events taking place since they can click on the location and it
will bring up your post. This is a great way to be discovered by
companies and this works the same way if you are at a restaurant or
store. Tag them in the location because eight times out of ten they will
see your content and may want to work with your or invite you down
for future occasions. It is also a great way to discover some fellow
bloggers/creators in your area, I have met so many people through
events and friends who I meet up with now.

Get used to the tag
Get used to always tagging brands in your posts or anything relevant
to your content. For example if you share an outfit on your feed or
story tag where each item is from or include them in your caption. This
helps you get recognised by a brand especially if they notice you use
them a lot. You may even get lucky that they repost your photo or
even message you to ask about a possible collaboration or review.
Whether if it's makeup, fashion, skincare, homeware even food get
tagging the company because you can receive some very exciting
opportunities. Secondly, another technique I have found is to tag
blogger community pages in your posts because if they share your
post it can also gain you more followers and this has essentially
worked for me in the past.
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Hashtag this & #that
You can use up to 30 hashtags per post so take advantage and use
them. You want to use hashtags that are going to be relevant to your
content, which will attract good engagement for your account because
if you use the wrong hashtags you will initially attract a lot of spam. I
always keep a draft of hashtags in my notes on my iPhone therefore I
can just copy and paste them into my caption. I use a lot of Hashtags
related to my city such as #newcastleupontyne #newcastlelife
#newcastleblogger and much more. I do believe this is a great way to
get discovered because brands in the area will always be looking for
influencers or creators to promote content or invite down to events and
one of their main forms of reaching out to clients will be through
hashtags.

Make sure to tag the brands, location
and the companies Instagram @.
Here are some of the Instagram
hashtags I have been using.
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Engagement groups, What
are they?

You may be wondering what is an
engagement group and what makes it different to
a normal group chat on Instagram. Well, I am here
to answer them questions for you!
Engagement groups are made up of two things:
lots of creative girls who are supporting girls
and lots of engagement with each other's
content. They are not only a great way to make
friends but you can discover so many new
followers through this way. I am in a few of them
and they have been a great way to help boost
engagement on my posts. I would highly
recommended doing this with some of the local
bloggers/ influencers in your area because it's a
great way to support each-other. I am in a group
called NE Bloggers and it's mainly filled with
some fo the popular bloggers in my area. It's just
so nice to share everything blogging with them
or even find out if you are going to the same
event as them or even to plan to take some outfit
pics for your blog or Instagram.
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Top 10 Blog ers who you
should be following
@aliceroseglow

Alice is a North East Blogger, Writer, and
Student. She shares her thoughts around
fashion, beauty, lifestyle and mental health
as well as documenting her own life too.
Not to mention she shares the most
incredible food over on her Instagram.
@jessielovesthis

Jessie is a Newcastle based blogger who
loves writing about beauty, fashion,
lifestyle and more recently travel over on
her blog. She documents her favourite
outfits on her Instagram and has the most
astheitcally pleasing feed.
@rosetintedpics

Amelia is a North East blogger who loves to
blog about fashion and beauty as well as an
honest insight into her life,She always shares
her most honest thoughts and opinions and
has an eye for photography.
@Katiemeehan

Katie is a Newcastle blogger award winning
beauty blogger who loves to write about her
favourite products, her lifestyle and showcase
the best food/drink places she has visited.
She proudly works as an ambassador for the
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princess trust.

@Terriheckley

Terri is a Newcastle based blogger who
loves to document her thoughts on fashion,
lifestyle and her travels. Not to mention she
has the most amazing colour palette on her
Instagram feed.

_

_

@a sliceof thetoon

Char is your girl to go to for the best places to
dine, grab a coffee or have a couple of
cocktails. She covers places over Newcastle
and scenic Northumberland by writing her
thoughts and reviews over on her blog. As
well as sharing the most mouth watering
photos on Instagram.

_

@emma sandford

Emma is a Newcastle fashion and beauty
blogger and you-tuber who shares her
favourite outfits pics, makeup buys,
restaurants and city breaks as well as
documenting her own life too.
@livv.gracee

Liv is a British blogger and vlogger who
adores collecting and trying out new makeup
and skincare products writing on her blog.
She takes amazing photos on Instagram.
@Demidonnellyx

Demi is a Newcastle you-tuber who
documents her hauls, makeup looks,
challenges as well as her lifestyle such as
her vegan journey. pg.10

Get on the PR list
We all dream of being on the list for your favourite brands however,
you can make it happen. PR isn't just about receiving products it's
about building a relationship with that company and I am here to give
you some advice at what you can do to start working with PR
companies. You first want to start following some PR accounts on
Instagram and three I highly recommend would be: @alexsilverpr &
@babushka_pr & @pinkmedialtd.
I have worked with these accounts in the past and they work with
some incredible brands to help connect with you.

Examples of Instagram posts I have done.

They may simply approach you if they like your content through direct
message or email about a possible review on some of their products
and this will be either a gifted process or a sponsored post where you
will receive payment for your work. This could be a review of the product
or simply just an Instagram post or story. However only talk about if you
think it fits your content because your followers will recognise if you are
not enjoyed it so don't sugar coat the truth always give your honest
opinion.
If the brand likes your content they may consider you in the future and
may even put you on their PR list for further releases.
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Join Facebook groups

This is another great way to network with other bloggers and this is
through facebook groups and if you live in the North East I highly
recommend to join this group if you are a blogger. This is a great way
to attend events too.

Caitlyn, how do you get
invited to events?

The answer is either through my social media, email or
through this group. It is a closed group so you have to ask to
join to be accepted, however a lot of brands and PR use this
group to advertise exciting events and opportunities coming
up. If they are looking for bloggers which fit my niche I
always put my name forward and they usually give you an
email after that. It is just a great way to get involved because
you have nothing to loose, you may get some goodies to try
out and it's such a great atmosphere as well as educating
you too.
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